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Abstract

Transformer models have achieved promising results on natural language processing (NLP) tasks including extractive question answering (QA). Common Transformer encoders used in NLP tasks process the hidden states of all input tokens in the context paragraph throughout all layers. However, different from other tasks such as sequence classification, answering the raised question does not necessarily need all the tokens in the context paragraph. Following this motivation, we propose Block-Skim, which learns to skim unnecessary context in higher hidden layers to improve and accelerate the Transformer performance. The key idea of Block-Skim is to identify the context that must be further processed and those that could be safely discarded early on during inference. Critically, we find that such information could be sufficiently derived from the self-attention weights inside the Transformer model. We further prune the hidden states corresponding to the unnecessary positions early in lower layers, achieving significant inference-time speedup. To our surprise, we observe that models pruned in this way outperform their full-size counterparts. Block-Skim improves QA models’ accuracy on different datasets and achieves 3× speedup on BERTbase model.

Introduction

The Transformer model (Vaswani et al. 2017) has pushed model performance on various NLP applications to a new stage by introducing multi-head attention (MHA) mechanism (Lin et al. 2017). Further, the Transformer-based BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) model advances its performances by introducing self-supervised pre-training and has reached state-of-the-art accuracy on many NLP tasks. This has made it the core of many state-of-the-art models, especially in recent question answering (QA) models (Huang et al. 2020).

Our key insight for QA is that when human beings are answering a question with a passage as a context, they do not spend the same level of comprehension for each of the sentences equally across the paragraph. Most of the contents are quickly skimmed over with little attention on it, which means that for a specific question most of the contents are semantically redundant. However, in the Transformer architecture, all tokens go through the same amount of computation, which suggests that we can take advantage of that by discarding many of the tokens early in the lower layers of the Transformer. This semantic level redundancy sheds light on effectively reducing the sequence lengths at higher layers. Since the execution overhead of self-attention increases quadratically w.r.t. sequence length, this semantic level pruning could significantly reduce the computation time for long contexts.

To excavate the efficiency from this insight, we propose to first chop up the context into blocks, and then learn a classifier to terminate those less relevant ones early in lower layers by looking at the attention weights as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, with the supervision of ground truth answer positions, a model that jointly learns to discard context blocks as well as answering questions exhibits significantly better performance over its full-size counterpart. Unfortunately, this also makes the proposed Block-Skim method dedicated for extractive QA downstream task. However, QA task is significant in real work production scenarios. Moreover, our method lies in the trade-off space between generality, usability, and efficiency. While sacrificing generality on appli-

Figure 1: Example of Block-Skim method on a query from the SQuAD dataset. The question and answer tokens are annotated in red. Only question and few evidence blocks are fully processed (annotated by yellow). And other blocks are skimmed for acceleration with the knowledge from attention weights (annotated by grey). Here the block size is 32 tokens.
cable tasks, our proposed method is easy for adoption as it works as a plug-in for existing models. Similarly, leveraging the QA-specific attention weight patterns makes Block-Skim achieves better speedup results than other methods.

In this paper, we provide the first empirical study on attention feature maps to show that an attention map could carry enough information to locate the answer scope. We then propose Block-Skim, a plug-and-play module to the transformer-based models, to accelerate transformer-based models on QA tasks. By handling the attention weight matrices as feature maps, the CNN-based Block-Skim module extracts information from the attention mechanism to make a skim decision. With the predicted block mask, Block-Skim skips irrelevant context blocks, which do not enter subsequent layers’ computation. Besides, we devise a new training paradigm that jointly trains the Block-Skim objective with the native QA objective, where extra optimization signals regarding the question position are given to the attention mechanism directly.

In our evaluation, we show Block-Skim improves the QA accuracy and F1 score on all the datasets and models we evaluated. Specifically, BERT_{base} is accelerated for 3× without any accuracy loss.

This paper contributes to the following 3 aspects.

• We for the first time show that an attention map is effective for locating the answer position in the input.
• We propose Block-Skim, which leverages the attention mechanism to improve and accelerate Transformer models on QA tasks. The key is to extract information from the attention mechanism during processing and intelligently predict what blocks to skim.
• We evaluate Block-Skim on several Transformer-based model architectures and QA datasets and demonstrate its efficiency and generality.

Related Work

Recurrent Models with Skimming. The idea to skip or skim irrelevant sections or tokens of input sequence has been studied in NLP models, especially recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams 1986) and long short-term memory network (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). LSTM-Jump (Yu, Lee, and Le 2017) uses the policy-gradient reinforcement learning method to train an LSTM model that decides how many time steps to jump at each state. They also use hyper-parameters to control the tokens before a jump, maximum tokens to jump, and the maximum number of jumping. Skim-RNN (Seo et al. 2018) dynamically decides the dimensionality and RNN model size to be used at the next time step. In specific, they adopt two "big" and "small" RNN models and select the "small" one for skimming. Structural-Jump-LSTM (Hansen et al. 2018) uses two agents to decide whether to jump by a small step to the next token or structurally to the next punctuation. Skip-RNN (Campos et al. 2017) learns to skip state updates and thus results in the reduced computation graph size. The difference of Block-Skim to these works is two-fold. First, the previous works make the skimming decision based on the hidden states or embeddings during processing. However, we are the first to analyze and utilize the attention mechanism for skimming. Secondly, our work is based on the Transformer model (Vaswani et al. 2017), which has outperformed the recurrent type models on most NLP tasks.

Transformer with Input Reduction. Unlike the sequential processing of the recurrent models, the Transformer model calculates all the input sequence tokens in parallel. As such, skimming can be regarded as a reduction in sequence dimension. Power-BERT (Goyal et al. 2020) extracts input sequence at a token level while processing. During the fine-tuning process for downstream tasks, Goyal et al. proposes a soft-extraction layer to train the model jointly. Length-Adaptive Transformer (Kim and Cho 2020) further extends Power-BERT by forwarding the rejected tokens to the final linear layer. Funnel-Transformer (Dai et al. 2020) proposes a novel pyramid architecture with input sequence length dimension reduced gradually regardless of semantic clues. For tasks requiring full sequence length output, such as masked language modeling and extractive question answering, Funnel-Transformer up-samples at the input dimension to recover. DeFormer (Cao et al. 2020) propose to pre-process and cache the paragraphs at shallow layers and only concatenate with the question parts at deep layers. Universal Transformer (Dehghani et al. 2018) proposes a dynamic halting mechanism that determines the refinement steps for each token. Different from these works, Block-Skim utilizes attention information between question and token pairs and skims the input sequence at the block granularity accordingly. Moreover, Block-Skim does not modify the vanilla Transformer model, making it more applicable.

Efficient Transformer. There are also many efforts for designing efficient Transformers (Zhou et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2019; Tay et al. 2020). For example, researchers have applied well-studied compression methods to Transformers, such as pruning (Guo et al. 2020), quantization (Wang and Zhang 2020; Guo et al. 2022), distillation (Sanh et al. 2019), and weight sharing. Other efforts focus on dedicated efficient attention mechanism considering its quadratic complexity of sequence length (Kitayev, Kaiser, and Levskaya 2019; Beltagy, Peters, and Cohan 2020; Zaheer et al. 2020). Block-Skim is orthogonal to these techniques on the input dimension reduction. We demonstrate that Block-Skim is compatible with efficient Transformers with experimental results.

Attention-based Block Relevance Prediction

Token-Level Relevance Analysis

Transformer. The Transformer model adopts the multi-head self-attention mechanism and calculates hidden states for each position as an attention-based weighted sum of input hidden states. The weight vector is calculated by parameterized linear projection query Q and key K as Equation 1. Given a sequence of input embeddings, the output contextual embedding is composed by the input sequence with different attention at each position,

\[
Attention(Q, K) = \text{Softmax}(QK^T / \sqrt{d_k}),
\]
where $Q, K$ are query and key matrix of input embeddings, $d_k$ is the length of a query or key vector. As such, the attention weight feature map is often visualized as a heatmap demonstrating the information gathering relationship along tokens (Kovaleva et al. 2019). The model exploits multiple parallel groups of such attention weights, a.k.a. attention heads, for attending to information at different positions.

Extractive QA is one of the ultimate downstream tasks in the NLP. Given a text document and a question about the context, the answer is a contiguous span of the text. To predict the start and end position of the input context given a question, the embedding of each certain token is processed for all the layers in the Transformer encoder model. In many end-to-end open-domain QA systems, information retrieval is the preceding step at the coarse-grained passage or paragraph level for filtering out irrelevant passages. With the characteristic of the extractive QA problem where answer spans are part of the passage, our question is that whether we can apply a similar filtering technique at fine-grained granularity during the Transformer model inference.

In this work, we propose to augment the attention mechanism with the ability to predict the relevance of contextual tokens without modifying the original Transformer model. Prior work (Goyal et al. 2020) shows that attention strength is a good indicator for answer tokens. However, we analyze the attention weight distribution of a trained BERT$_{base}$ model trained with SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al. 2016) dataset and find that the attention weights of multi-head attention only have noticeable patterns at the late layers.

Fig. 2 compares the attention weights at Layer 4 and 9 in the trained BERT$_{base}$ model. The tokens are classified to answer tokens or irrelevant tokens with the labels from the dataset. At late layers like Layer 9, the attention weights of answer tokens are significantly larger than those of irrelevant tokens. However, at early layers like Layer 4, the attention weight strength is indistinguishable for answer tokens and irrelevant tokens. For a better latency reduction, it is desirable to find irrelevant tokens as early as possible. However, using the attention weight value as the relevance criterion could be problematic at early layers.

### CNN Based Block Relevance Prediction

Given the complex pattern of attention weights, we propose to use a CNN-based feature extractor to process the attention heatmaps as input image channels and predict the relevance of each token. To amortize the processing overhead, we split the input sequence $X = (x_0, x_1, ..., x_i)$ into $i/k$ exclusive blocks $\text{block}_j = (x_{j \times k}, x_{j \times k+1}, ..., x_{j \times k+(k-1)})$, where $k$ is the block size, i.e., tokens included in the continuous input span. The relevance of a block is defined as whether it contains the exact final answer. As such, our goal is to figure out the blocks’ relevance and skim the irrelevant ones during Transformer inference.

Fig. 4 shows the details of how we extract the attention information from the Transformer and feed them into the CNN model. In the CNN module, we use two $3 \times 3$ convolution and one $1 \times 1$ convolution, all of which use the ReLU operation (Hahnloser and Seung 2001) as the activation function. We insert a $2 \times 2$ average pooling layer for the first two $3 \times 3$ convolutional layers to reduce the feature map size. In addition, we also use two batch normalization layers (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) to improve the prediction accuracy. To locate the answer context blocks, we use a linear classification layer to calculate the score for each block. The module outputs a block-level prediction mask that corresponds to the relevance of a block of input tokens to the question.

This model is trained with all attention heatmap profiled from the same set of heatmap data as described before. The prediction accuracy is shown as Fig. 3. In general, the model achieves decent accuracy demonstrating that a CNN model is capable to extract the attending behavior information and locate the answer. Intuitively, the CNN models with higher layer attention heatmaps have better performance. It suggests that the backbone model becomes more convinced on question answering when it gets deeper.
Simplifying CNN Predictor with Diagonal Attention

The above method of feeding the whole attention feature map to the CNN predictor has a major problem, which is the predictor needs to deal with the variable size of the attention feature map. As such, we simplify the input to the CNN model with only attention from its diagonal region. In specific, we only feed the diagonal heat-map region as the input representation for each input sequence block, as expressed in Fig. 4.

Our hypothesis is that the diagonal region of the attention heat map contains sufficient information to identify the block relevance. Because previous works (Clark et al. 2019; Guan et al. 2020) show that the attention mechanism has several fixed patterns, that is, diagonal, stride, block, or dense types. And all of these patterns can be easily recognized with only the diagonal region.

Similarly, we optimize CNN models with reduced heatmap and the result is shown as Fig. 3. As we can see, the models achieve similar prediction accuracy compared with using a whole attention weight heatmap. The result justifies our hypothesis that it is possible to use the diagonal information from attention heatmaps to predict the answer relevance. By doing so, the computation complexity is also reduced dramatically as the input size is much smaller.

The above finding confirms our hypothesis that the diagonal attention weight indeed carries information for figuring out answer positions. This motivates us to utilize such attention information to narrow the possible answer position along with the processing of the input sequence. In the next section, we introduce our design that uses a plug-and-play end-to-end learning module to extract useful information from the attention weights for skimming decisions.

Transformer with Block-Skim

The previous section shows the feasibility of using the attention weights to predict the relevance of token blocks. However, naively using the predictor can lead to significant degradation of the QA task accuracy. Because the block relevance predictor is only trained with the answer labels, it could fail in the multi-hop QA task, which requires information beyond the answer labels. To solve this problem, we propose an end-to-end multi-objective joint training paradigm. Then during inference time, the prediction of the Block-Skim model is augmented to filter the input sequence for acceleration. This causes a mismatch between training and inference models. However, skimming blocks during training makes joint training unstable. And our experimental results demonstrate that this mismatch is negligible. We give a detailed demonstration of the proposed joint training paradigm and inference process as follows.

Single-Task Multi-Objective Joint Training

Following the previous experiments, we append the aforementioned CNN models to each layer to predict the blocks’ relevance and optimize them together with the backbone Transformer model. As such, there are two types of classifiers in the model augmented with Block-Skim module. The first is the original QA classifier at the last layer and the second is the block-level relevance classifier at each layer. These two classifiers optimize the same downstream task of predicting the answer position with an identical target label. However, they are fed with a different type of loss objectives, that is, the QA objective with Transformer output embeddings and the Block-Skim objective with attention weights. We jointly train these classifiers so that the training objective is to minimize the sum of all classifiers’ losses.
The loss function of each block-level classifier is calculated as the cross-entropy loss against the ground truth label whether a block contains answer tokens or not. Equation 2 gives the formal definition. The total loss of the block-level classifier $L_{BlockSkim}$ is the sum of all blocks that only contain passage tokens. The reason is that we only want to throw away blocks with irrelevant passage tokens instead of questions. Blocks that have question tokens are not used in the training process.

$$L_{BlockSkim} = \sum_{m_i \in \{\text{passage blocks}\}} CE\text{Loss}(m_i, y_i)$$  

(2)

For the calculation of the final total loss $L_{total}$, we introduce two hyper-parameters in Equation 3. We first use a harmony coefficient $\alpha$ so that different models and settings could adjust the ratio between the QA loss and block-level relevance classifier loss. It is decided by grid search on the development set. We then use the balance factor $\beta$ to adjust the loss from positive and negative relevance blocks because there are typically many more blocks that contain no answer tokens (i.e., negative blocks) than the blocks that do contain answer tokens (i.e., positive blocks). This hyper-parameter selection will be explained in detail in experiments setup.

$$L_{total} = L_{QA} + \alpha \sum_{i_{th} \text{ layer}} (\beta L_{BlockSkim}^{i,y=1} + L_{BlockSkim}^{i,y=0})$$  

(3)

Our Block-Skim is a convenient plugin module owing to the following two reasons. First, it does not affect the backbone model calculation, because it only regularizes the attention value distribution with extra parameters to the backbone model. In other words, a model trained with Block-Skim can be used with it removed. Second, the introduced Block-Skim objective neither needs an extra training signal nor reduces the QA accuracy. In fact, we will show that the extra gradient signal feeding to the attention improves the original QA accuracy.

**Multi-hop QA.** Our joint training approach can also address the challenge in the multi-hop QA tasks (Yang et al. 2018), where deriving answers requires multiple pieces of evidence and reasoning. Although the block relevance prediction only uses the answer label signal, the original QA task ensures that evidence needs to be kept. In other words, the evidence reasoning information is encoded implicitly in the contextual embeddings. To illustrate such a point, we perform an ablation study that incorporates the evidence label in the Block-Skim predictor training. The predictor accuracy does not improve with the additional evidence label, which confirms the effectiveness of our single-task multi-objective joint training.

**Inference with Block-Skim**

We now describe how to use the Block-Skim to accelerate the QA task inference. Although we add the block-level relevance classification loss in the joint training process, we do not actually throw away any blocks because it can skip answer blocks and the QA task training becomes unstable. However, we only augment block reduction with the Block-Skim module during the inference for saving computation and avoiding heavy changes to the underlying Transformer. During inference computation, we split the input sequence by the block granularity, which is a hyper-parameter in our model. The model skips a set of blocks according to the skimming module results for the following layers. With those design features, Block-Skim works as an add-on component to the original Transformer model and is compatible with many Transformer variant models as well as model compression methods.

We provide an analytical model to demonstrate the latency speedup potential of Block-Skim. Suppose that we insert the Block-Skim module to a vanilla model with the total $L$ layers, and a portion of $m_j$ blocks remains for the following layers after layer $i$. The ideal processing complexity of one token for one Transformer layer is noted as $T_{layer}$. Here we make an approximation that the computation complexity is linear to the sequence length $N$. This is a conservative approximation because the attention mechanism is $O(N^2)$. The performance speedup is formulated by Equation 4 if we ignore the computation overhead of Block-Skim. In fact, the computation of a single Block-Skim module is smaller than Transformer layers for 100 times. For example, when $\sum_{m_j \in \{\text{passage blocks}\}} m_j = 0.9$, it means 10% of tokens are skinned each layer. This skimming decision will result in a total speedup ratio of 1.86$\times$.

$$Speedup = \frac{T_{Vanilla}}{T_{Block-Skim}} = \frac{L \cdot N \cdot T_{layer}}{\sum_{i=0}^{L} \prod_{j=0}^{i} \sum_{m_{j,k} \in \{layer_j\}} m_{j,k} \cdot N \cdot T_{layer}}$$  

(4)

**Evaluation**

**Experimental Setup**

**Dataset.** We evaluate our method on 6 extractive QA datasets, including SQuAD 1.1 (Rajpurkar et al. 2016), Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al. 2019), TriviaQA (Joshi et al. 2017), NewsQA (Trischler et al. 2016), SearchQA(Dunn et al. 2017) and HotpotQA (Yang et al. 2018). HotpotQA provides questions that require multi-hop reasoning to answer with supporting facts. The diversity of these datasets such as various passage lengths and different document sources lets us evaluate the general applicability of the proposed method.

**Model.** We follow the setting of the BERT model to use the structure of the Transformer encoder and a linear classification layer for all the datasets. As previously explained, Block-Skim works as an add-on module to the vanilla Transformer, and therefore is generally applicable to all Transformer-based models, as well as model compression methods. To illustrate this point, we apply the Block-Skim method to two BERT models with different size settings. We evaluate the base setting with 12 heads and 12 layers, as well...
as the large setting with 24 layers and 16 heads as described in prior work (Devlin et al. 2018).

Model Compression Methods. We conduct the following model compression methods on BERT$_{\text{base}}$ models to demonstrate the compatibility of our Block-Skim.

- **Distillation.** Knowledge distillation uses a teacher model to transfer the knowledge to a smaller student model. Here we adopt DistilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019) setting to distill a 6-layer model from the BERT$_{\text{base}}$ model.

- **Weight Sharing.** By sharing weight parameters among layers, the amount of weight parameters reduces. Note that weight sharing does not impact the computation FLOPs (floating-point operations). We evaluate Block-Skim on ALBERT (Lan et al. 2019) that shares weight parameters among all layers.

- **Pruning.** Instead of conventional weight pruning techniques, we evaluate head pruning (Michel, Levy, and Neubig 2019) that is specific to the attention mechanism in Transformer models. The pruning of attention heads reduces the input feature size to the Block-Skim module. We prune 50% of attention heads based on the attention head importance criterion introduced in prior work (Michel, Levy, and Neubig 2019).

Input Dimension Reduction Baselines. We also compare with input dimension reduction methods Deformer and Length-Adaptive Transformer. Deformer(Cao et al. 2020) pre-process and caches the context paragraphs at early layers to reduce the actual inference sequence length. Length-Adaptive Transformer (Kim and Cho 2020) is a successive version of Power-BERT which forwards the tokens rejected to the final layer by attention strength.

Training Setting. We implement the proposed method based on open-sourced library from Wolf et al. (2019)$^1$. For each baseline model, we use the released pre-trained checkpoints $^2$. We follow the training setting used by Devlin et al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2019) to perform the fine-tuning on the above extractive QA datasets. We initialize the learning rate to $3e - 5$ for BERT models and $5e - 5$ for ALBERT with a linear learning rate scheduler. For SQuAD dataset, we apply batch size 16 and maximum sequence length 384.

---

Table 1: Validation F1 score and FLOPs speedup of BERT$_{\text{base}}$ model evaluated on different QA datasets. The balance factor is determined by calculating the block number distribution on training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>SQuAD</th>
<th>HotpotQA</th>
<th>NewsQA</th>
<th>Natural Questions</th>
<th>TriviaQA</th>
<th>SearchQA</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Factor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla BERT</td>
<td>88.32</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>74.39</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>66.57</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>72.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block-Skim Training</td>
<td>88.92</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>74.88</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>67.76</td>
<td>1×</td>
<td>73.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block-Skim Inference Deformer</td>
<td>88.52</td>
<td>3.01×</td>
<td>74.47</td>
<td>2.28×</td>
<td>65.14</td>
<td>2.53×</td>
<td>72.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length-Adaptive Transformer</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>2.22×</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of multiple runs under same training and hyper-parameter setting with different random seeds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>Std.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>80.95</td>
<td>81.08</td>
<td>80.98</td>
<td>81.06</td>
<td>80.96</td>
<td>81.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>88.32</td>
<td>88.44</td>
<td>88.59</td>
<td>88.63</td>
<td>88.44</td>
<td>88.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block-Skim</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>81.52</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>81.24</td>
<td>81.51</td>
<td>81.84</td>
<td>81.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>88.92</td>
<td>88.48</td>
<td>88.66</td>
<td>88.76</td>
<td>88.99</td>
<td>88.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And for the other datasets, we apply batch size 32 and maximum sequence length 512. We perform all the experiments reported with random seed 42. We train a baseline model and Block-Skim model with the same setting for two epochs and report accuracies from MRQA task benchmark for comparison. We use four V100 GPUs with 32 GB memory for the training experiments.

The balance factor $\beta$ is determined by block sample numbers and reported in Tbl. 1. The harmony factor $\alpha$ is 0.01 for ALBERT and 0.1 for all the other models we used. It is determined by hyper-parameter grid search from $1e-3$ to 10 with a step of $\times 10$.

We use the inference FLOPs as a general measurement of the model computational complexity on all platforms. We use TorchProfile(Liu 2020) to calculate the FLOPs for each model and normalize the results as a ratio to BERT$_{\text{base}}$.

Joint Training Results

We first evaluate Block-Skim joint training effect to the QA task by comparing BERT$_{\text{base}}$ models and their variants with Block-Skim augmented. In their Block-Skim versions, the Block-Skim modules only participate in the training process and are removed in the inference task. Tbl. 1 shows the result on multiple QA datasets. Block-Skim outperforms the baseline training objective on all datasets evaluated and exceeds with 0.58% F1 score on average. This suggests that the Block-Skim objective is consistent with the QA objective and even improves its accuracy. The results show the wide applicability of our method to different datasets with varying difficulty and complexity.

We further show the robustness when using the Block-Skim joint training as an add-on module. Tbl. 2 shows the result of multiple runs using the identical optimization setting with different random seeds. By introducing the Block-Skim loss in Training, the QA accuracy of the backbone model is improved for 0.4 on exact match and 0.32 on F1 score.
And triggering Block-Skim always surpasses the backbone model with the same setting. This is because the extra training objective provides direct gradient signals to the attention mechanism and regularizes its value distribution.

**Inference Speedup Results**

**Results on Various Datasets.** The FLOPs speedup result normalized to BERT\textsubscript{base} model is demonstrated in Tbl. 1. Block-Skim achieves 2.59× speedup on average with a minor accuracy degradation of 0.23% on different datasets evaluated. On the multi-hop QA dataset HotpotQA, our method also achieves 2.28 times speedup. The results show that the proposed Block-Skim method is capable to identify the semantic redundancy with attention information.

**Comparison to Vanilla BERT Baseline.** Block-Skim improves the BERT\textsubscript{base} model inference latency by 3.1× and 2.4× respectively on SQuAD and HotpotQA datasets. When treating the model size settings of vanilla BERT model as a trade-off between accuracy and complexity, Block-Skim improves this trade-off by a margin. As shown in Fig. 5 our method accelerates BERT\textsubscript{large} as fast as the vanilla BERT\textsubscript{base} model but with a much higher accuracy. In specific, the latency of vanilla BERT\textsubscript{large} model is 3.47× of BERT\textsubscript{base}, and our method reduces the gap to 1.09× on SQuAD dataset, which translates to the 3.18× speedup.

**Compatibility to Model Compression Methods.** We compare the Block-Skim’s compatibility to other model compression methods with Fig. 5. These model compression methods trade accuracy for computation complexity to different extents. For example, distilling 12-layer BERT\textsubscript{base} model to 6 layers results in a 2% accuracy decrease and 2 times speedup. With Block-Skim method appended to this model, the methods can be further accelerated with no or minor accuracy loss. Specifically, using Block-Skim with DistilBERT achieves 5× speedup compared to the vanilla BERT model. And even with head-pruning reducing the attention information, Block-Skim is also compatible and achieves over 2× speedup. Even though still compatible, Block-Skim gets less acceleration on ALBERT models. We suggest that sharing parameters of attention mechanism makes it harder to optimize with extra Block-Skim objective. As the proposed Block-Skim method aims to reduce the input sequence dimension semantic redundancy, it is compatible to these model compression methods focusing on model redundancy theoretically. By designing Block-Skim not to modify the backbone model, our method is generally applicable to these algorithms as well as other model pruning methods (Guo et al. 2020; Qiu et al. 2019; Gan et al. 2020).

Block-Skim achieves close speedup with less accuracy degradation compared to Deformer and more speedup with similar accuracy degradation compared to Length-Adaptive Transformer on SQuAD-1.1 dataset. This suggests Block-Skim captures the runtime semantic redundancy better. Although this also makes it only applicable to QA tasks.

**Ablation Study**

We design a series ablation experiment of components in Block-Skim to study their individual effect. The experiments are performed based on the same setting. We report the detailed results in Tbl. 3, and summarize the key findings as follows.

**ID-3.** Instead of joint training, we perform a two-step training. We first perform the fine-tuning for the QA task. We then perform the Block-Skim training with the baseline QA model frozen. In other words, we only use the Block-Skim objective and only update the weights in the Block-Skim modules. Therefore, the QA accuracy remains the same as the baseline model, which is lower than the joint training (ID-3). Meanwhile, the Block-Skim classifier also has a lower accuracy than the joint training especially at layer 6.

**ID-4** We skim blocks during the joint Block-Skim QA training process. Because the mis-skimmed blocks may confuse
the QA optimization, it leads to a considerable accuracy loss.

**ID-5-ID-9.** We study the impact of different block sizes. Specifically, when the block size is 1, it is equivalent to skim at the token granularity. Our experimental result shows that the accuracy of Block-Skim classifier is better when the block size is larger. On the other hand, a larger block size also leads to less number of blocks and therefore the performance speedup becomes limited. To this end, we choose the block size of 32 as a design sweet spot.

**ID-11-ID-12.** We evaluate the applicability of Block-Skim to multi-hop QA task with HotpotQA dataset. As introduced in , we add supporting facts (i.e., evidence) for each question to the Block-Skim objective in the ID-12 experiment by labelling evidence blocks to 1 in Eq.2 for the skim predictor modules. This leads to a higher QA accuracy. But the average accuracy of skim predictors at all layers is worse, which is 86.08% compared to 92.67%. This ablation experiment shows that our single-task multi-objective joint training is already able to capture the evidence information, rendering explicitly adding it to the training unnecessary.

**Conclusion**

In this work, we propose a plug-and-play Block-Skim module to Transformer and its variants for efficient QA processing. We empirically demonstrate that the attention mechanism can provide instructive information for locating the answer span. Leveraging this insight, we propose to learn the attention in a supervised manner, which terminates irrelevant blocks at early layers, significantly reducing the computations. Besides, the proposed Block-Skim training objective provides attention mechanism with extra learning signal and improves QA accuracy on all datasets and models we evaluated. With the use of Block-Skim module, such distinction is strengthened in a supervised fashion. This idea may be also applicable to other tasks and architectures.

**Appendix Attention Distribution**

We show the full results of attention weight value distribution discussed in Fig.2. Fig. 6 shows that deeper layers have more distinguishable patterns.
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![Figure 6: Attention weight value distribution comparison on the answer and irrelevant tokens. The attention heatmaps are profiled on the development set of SQuAD dataset with a BERT<sub>base</sub> model with 12 layers and 12 attention heads per layer.](image)
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